Feedback email from David Wilks following the Far NE Tour on April 21 2018
Andy
Thanks for a very enjoyable day out. The scenery and instruction were great, helped no doubt by the fine,
but not too hot, weather.
I think you need to be reasonably fit to climb up to the tower at Broadway and can’t imaging it would be
as much fun in mid-summer temps or rain/snow, but I guess you have a plan B for that section of the tour.
I thought the instruction and approach were pitched right for someone of my limited experience and
looking at the quality of the photos when I got home I could see a marked improvement. Helping me
adjust the settings on my camera and the tips on how the get the best out of it were most useful.
I also found the extended day long session and hands on one to one tutoring very good. I got more out of
this than the previous evening group tour I had been on with another company.
The tour was a present from my daughters/son so I have marked "cost" as good on the form having
checked out the web site and seen that the group size can be up to 6, but I would probably be happy to
say excellent if I had had to pay for it myself on the basis of the day we had.
Thanks for the advice on editing software, I have downloaded Capture NX-D and started playing around
with it, although I had difficulty finding where the photos had been squirrelled away on the Mac. Apple
obviously don’t want you to use anyone-else's software to edit them. Have you ever thought about
offering a workshop course on photo editing?

Thanks or a great day.
Regards
David

